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In calculating densities of crystals from r-ray measurements it is
necessary to understand clearly the reasons for difierences in the values
a-donJed for Avogadro's number, as noted by pabst.r pabst's warning
should be strongly emphasized. Recent work in the Geological Survey
on weinschenkite,2 including a comparison of observed with calculated
densities, has suggested. the desirability of a more detailed examination

for Avogadro's number, their calculated density would be 3.2g9, in
poorer agreement with the observed value.

The present confusion with regard to the scales of r-ray waverength
was anticipated by warren3 in 1941, and has recently been discussed by
Lipson and Riley,a Siegbahn,i and Wilson,6 with tentative proposals for
an unambiguous notation. crystal cell dimensions are measured in terms
of. x-ray wavelengths by use of the well known Bragg equation

d,:2d. sin 0.
The direct proportionality of the relation between the value for the
wavelength tr of the f-rays and the value of the crystal dimension d
shows the directly proportional efiect of an error in the value of either
quantity upon the other. Although the cell dimensions are usually
measured on the siegbahn^ scale of *-ray wavelengths, the reported
values have been labeled "Angstrom units" by most workers. The unit
of the Siegbahn scale is not the Angstrom unit, but the ,,X-unit, ' , de_
fined by an arbitrarily chosen value, 3029.04 x.u. at 1go,z for the inter-
planar distance of calcite crystals. This definition was arrived at by
calculating the interplanar distance from the known values for the
density and the molecular weight of calcite and for Avogadro,s number;
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the value of Avogadro's number was the least accurately known of these
quantities. Because Siegbahn choqe the best values available at the time
for these quantities, the X-unit is very nearly equal to one thousandth
of an Angstrom unitl but more recent experimental work has shown that
the value oI Avogadro's number is lower than the value (6.0594 + 0.0063)

X 1023 assumed by Siegbahn.T This has been confirmed independently
by two kinds of experiments. The success of experiments to measure the
absolute wavelength of r-rays by difiraction from ruled optical gratings
first showed a discrepancy between the absolute wavelength scale and
the relative wavelength scale based on Siegbahn's assumed interplanar

distance for calcite. Careful examination of the experimental results on

which the Siegbahn scale was based threw suspicion on the formerly
accepted value for the charge on the electron, from which Avogadro's
number had been calculated, and when this value was redetermined the

result agreed with the grating experiments.8 As a result of this slight

discrepancy, shifting the decimal by three places in the Siegbahn scale
readings does not exactly give lOsXlengths expressed in centimeters, as

does the "grating wavelength scale." However, when lattice volumes in

Siegbahn units cubed are multiplied by the value for try' contained in

Siegbahn's "crystal wavelength scale," the incorrect value is cancelled

out, so this is the proper value of N to use with lattice constants which

are measured on the Siegbahn scale.
If for any reason the length of a Iattice parameter in absolute Angstrom

units is wanted, it is found by multiplying the "Siegbahn" distance by

the conversion f actor (\g"uti,s/tr";"eu'r,.) : 1.002034 + 0.000060; similarly,
volumes in Siegbahn units cubed must be multiplied by the cube of this

conversion factor (tru/tr")3:1.0061+0.0002, to get the volumes in abso-
Iute units. The "best" value of .l[ is at present considered to be (6.0228a

+0.0011)X1023 molecules per mole, where the molecular weight is ex-
pressed in "chemical atomic mass units." These values are based mainly

on the work of Bearden.e Reported measurements should be carefully

examined to see on which wavelength scale they are expressed.
In calculating the density of a crystal, p:nM/I{a, the product .ly'u

should be the same whether got by multiplying the volume zr of a unit

cell in absolute cubic Angstrom units by the correct value of /y', or (since

o is equal to the volume in Siegbahn units cubed multiplied by the cube
of the wavelength scale conversion factor) by multiplying the volume in

7 Siegbahn, M., Spektroskopie der Rdntgenslrohlen,p.43 (2nd ed., Berlin, l93l).
8 An excellent critical and detailed summary of this work may be found in Stranathan.

J. D., The "Particles" of Modern Physics, Philadelphia (f942).
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Siegbahn units by I/(Is/I")3. Using the "best, ' values given by Birge,e
Itr(Is/X")3: (6.0597 + 0.0016) X 1023, the proper value to use instead of iy'
in calculations with cell volumes measured on the Siegbahn scale.
This is practically identical with the value of 1y' assumed by Siegbahn.T

The values given above are those for a mole of substance in ,,chemical

atomic mass units," the scale on which atomic weights are reported by
chemists. This scale is based on the arbitrarily assumed atomic weight
of exactly 16 for the mixture of oxygen isotopes naturally occurring in
air. fn using data reported by physicists, care must be taken to note that
another scale is often used, that of "physical atomic mass units," on
which the pure oxygen isotope 016 is assigned the atomic weight of exactly
16. The conversion factors

1 physical atomic mass unit:0.999728+0.000005 chemical atomic mass unit
1 chemical atomic mass unit:1.000272+0.000005 physical atomic mass unit

are found from mass-spectrographic measurements of the relative abun-
dance of the three oxygen isotopes 016, O17 and O18 in air, by several work-
ers (Birgee).

For convenience, the values to be used under the different circum-
stances mentioned are summarized in the accompanying table.

Molecular

Weight Dimensions
Measured on

y'y', molecules per mole
1/N, grams per atomic

mass unit

ChemicalAtomic
Mass Units

Siegbahn Scale (6.0597 + 0.0016) x1013 (1.65026 +0.00042) x 10-,4

(6.0228+0.0011)x10:s(1.66035 + 0.00030) y 1g-zr

Physical Atomic
Mass Units

Siegbahn Scale (6.0613+0.0016)x10r3(1.64981 + 0.00M2) y 16-:r

Grating Scale (6.0245 + 0.001 1) x 102a(1.65990+0.00030) x 10-,4
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help in the preparation of this note.
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